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FIXED POINT THEOREM IN UNIFORM SPACES 
AND APPLICATIONS 
VASIL G . ANGELOV, Sofia 
(Received June 1, 1983) 
The present paper deals with fixed point theorems in uniform spaces (Section I) 
and their applications to the existence-uniqueness problem for nonlinear functional 
difi*erential equations of neutral type, with unbounded deviations (Section II). 
Since the uniform spaces form a natural extension of the metric spaces, many results 
in this direction have appeared in the last years. We shall mention only some of them 
[l]-[8]. 
It is known that every topological vector space is completely regular and therefore 
uniformisable. If £ is a locally convex space with a saturated family of seminorms 
{Po,}aeA then wc сап define a family of pseudometrics QJ^X, y) = pj^x — y). The 
uniform topology obtained coincides with the original topology of the space £. 
Therefore, as a corollary of our results, we obtain fixed point theorems in a locally 
convex space. 
We note that the known results in metric spaces are not apphcable to the problems 
in Section II (cf. the survey papers [9], [10], [И]) . 
I. 
Further on we denote by X a Hausdorflf sequentially complete uniform space with 
uniformity defined by a saturated family of pseudometrics {QX^, у)}абЛ? ^ being 
an index set (cf. [12]). 
Let Ф = {Ф^(г): aG Л} be a family of functions Ф^(г): R\ -> R+ {R\ = [O, oo)) 
with the properties 
1) Фа(0 ^̂  monotone non-decreasing and continuous from the right on i^+, 
2) Ф (̂г) < t for all t > 0, and j : A ^ Ä is a mapping on the index set A into 
itself, where j^(a) = a, / ( a ) = j(f~^(a)); к is a positive integer. 
Definition 1. The map T: M -> M is said to be a Ф-contraction on M if 
Q^Tx, Ту) й Ф«(оу(а)( ,̂ у)) 
for every x, у e M and осе A, M a X. 
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Definition 2. The set M с X is bounded if it is bounded in every pseudometric Qot^ 
that is, QI = sup {gj^x, y): x, у E M] < oo. 
Definition 3. We shall say that ФДО ^^ ^ Ф-function if it belongs to the family Ф. 
Theorem 1. Let the following conditions hold: 
1. The operator T: M -^ M is a Ф-contraction on the totally bounded and closed 
set M cz X, where X is also quasicomplete (cf. [12]). 
2. For each ot e Л there exists a Ф-function Фо!\}) such that sup {Фуп(,̂ )(̂ ): n — 
= 0, 1, 2, ...} ^ $lt) and e%.^ UQlin = 0, 1, 2 , . . .)• 
Then there exists a unique fixed point x e M of T, such that x — lim T^XQ in­
dependently of the choice of XQ E M. "~̂ °° 
Proof. We define the sequence x̂ , = Tx„_i {n = 1, 2, 3, ...) with an arbitrary 
XQ E M. We shall show that {x„}^=o is a Cauchy sequence. 
Let Q^ be the diameter of M in the pseudometric g^{x, y). By condition 1 of 
Theorem 1 we have 
QÀ^s,^i) == ^a(Tx,_i,Tx^_i) й ФД^,•(«)(x,_l,x^_l)) 
for all s J ^ L 
If we set c'^j = sup {QO,{X^, Xi): 5, / ^ n}, then by the monotonicity of Ф^ we obtain 
ĉ  S sup {Ф,{QJU^s-u ^i-i))- s, l^n} S 
S ^a(sup {Qj(a){x,^u x^_l): 5, / ^ n}) , 
that is c: й ФМ^^\У 
Further on, condition 2 of Theorem 1 implies 
йФЛФпЛ-Фг-чМ)-))^^М)^ 
where 
$l{t) = $X$X' • • ^а(О)) is the fz-th iterate of фДг). 
Let us set d'„ = $1{Q% We obtain d^ = Ф Д < _ 0 ^ d^J-i, d^ ^ 0. Therefore the 
limit Hm J^ = J"" exists and d"" ^ 0. 
The right continuity of ФДг) implies lim Фа(^^-1) = ^Д^"") and hence J"" й ^aiß"")-
But ФД/) < f for г > о, hence we obtain d"" = 0. On the other hand, cl й < • There­
fore lim ĉ  = 0, i.e. {X,^}^^Q is a Cauchy sequence. Since the uniform space X is 
«-»•00 
sequentially complete, there exists an element x EX such that Hm x„ = x. But X 
is quasicomplete. Consequently, x E M. """°° 
An element x E M is the required fixed point of the operator T. Indeed, ^Дх, Tx) ^ 
g ^Дх, x,j) + э̂,(л-„, Гх) ^ ^Дх, x„) + Ф (̂̂ (̂̂ Дх„__1, x)) and when n -> oo, we have 
^Дх, Tx) — 0 for every OLE A and consequently, x = Tx. 
Now, let X and у be two solutions of the equation x = Tx. Then we have the in-
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equalities 
e«(jc, y) = Qjjx, Ту) й Ф.{ицА^> у)) = 
= Ф.(е,(а)(гх, Ту))й...й ФХФт{- Ф,"-.(.)(еЭ •••)) й Kigt), 
Bearing in mind that lim $1{Q^) = 0 we conclude that Q^{x, y) = 0 for every cce A, 
и->оо 
i.e. X = >'. Thus Theorem 1 is proved. 
Corollary 1. Let the conditions of Theorem 1 hold with the assumption 1 replaced 
by 
Q,{T% ту) ^ ФXQJф, y)) 
for some positive integer s. Then T has a unique fixed point. 
Proof. The operator T^ satisfies all conditions of Theorem 1 and therefore T^ 
has a unique fixed point x, i.e. Гх = x. But Т(Гх) = T%Tx), Tx = T%Tx) and Tx 
is a fixed point of T\ Since x is unique, we obtain x = Tx, which completes the 
proof. 
If the operator T: X -^ X maps all the space X into itself, then we have the fol­
lowing result: 
Theorem 2. Let us suppose 
1. the operator T: X -> X is a Ф-contraction; 
2. for each aeA there exists a Ф-function Фо1^^) such that sup {Фjrг(^^^^{t): n = 
= 0, 1, 2, . . .} g $^[t) and Фа{^)\^ is non-decreasing; 
3. there exists an element XQ eX such that Qjn(oc){^o^ ^^o) = K^) < oo (n = 
= 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ) . 
Then Thas at least one fixed point in X. 
Theorem 3. / / , in addition, we suppose that 
4. the sequence {Qjk(o^){x, j)}^=o is bounded for each aeA and x, у eX, i.e. 
Qjuç„^{x, y) й q{x, J, a) < 00 (fc = О, 1, 2, . . . ) . 
Then the fixed point of Tis unique. 
Proof of T h e o r e m 2: Let us introduce the sequence ĉ  = Qai^x^^^ ^xo) ^^^ 
XQ eX (n = 0, 1, . . . ) . Then we obtain 
й Ф1Фт{... Фг-нМ'^)) •••)) ^ ЩРН = ' ' ' К, 
and the inequahties 
р р р 
Qcci^m + p. ^m) ^ Z ^oc{^m + p-г+U ^т + р-г) = Ê C + p-i й Ê K^p-i < ^ 
^'=1 /=1 i = l 
together with 
b:.jK = гДф^(р(а)))/Ф2(р(а)) ^ Ф,(р(«))/К«) < 1 
imply that \x„ = T"XQ}^^Q is a Cauchy sequence, which completes the proof of 
Theorem 2. 
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The proof of Theorem 3 is analogous to that of Theorem 1. 
Corollary 2. Under the assumptions of Theorems 2 and 3, the operator T:X ~-> X 
has a unique fixed point x if for some positive integer s, T^ is a Ф-соШгасИоп 
(instead of T). 
Let us note that the condition $J^t) < t is restrictive but impKes YJK < ^ • 
n 
Nevertheless, Theorems 2 and 3 are useful for the application (see Sec. II of the 
present paper). In Theorem 4 we shall show that if j : A -^ A is surjective and 
Qoi^m+ю ^m) = Qj(oc){^m+n> ^m) ^^^ all a G Л (ш, п ^ O) and some XQ eX, then con­
dition 2 of Theorem 2 may be weakened. 
Theorem 4. Let us suppose: 
1. the operator T: X ~-> X is a Ф-contraction; 
2. for each осе A, Mm Ф^^^т^ • • ̂ j«-4a)(0 "•)) = 0,t > 0; 
3. the mapping j : A -^ A is surjective and ^^(x^+i, x^) ^ Qj(oc){^m+ny ^m) f(^^ some 
XQ e X (a e A; m, n "^ 0). 
Then there exists at least one fixed point of T, i.e. x = Tx. If we add the conditions 
of Theorem 3, then л: is unique. 
Corollary 3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4, if T^ is a Ф-соШгaction, then T 
has a unique fixed point. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 4. Introduce the sequence c* = Qa{^n+u ^n) for an element 
XQEX and set р(а) = QJ^XQ, TXQ). Then we obtain 
cl ^ ФXQJUK' K~')) й Ф.(Фл.)(... ФJ.-.UвrU^o, Тхо))...)) й 
йФXФJU•••ФJ^^-чM^))•^•)• 
Consequently, lim c^ = О for all ae A. 
n-*co 
If we suppose that {x„}^=o is not a Cauchy sequence, then there exists во > 0 
and a finite number of pseudometrics {Q^C'} such that for every v we can find m(v) > v 
and jp(v) > 0 for which ^«'(x^+p, x^) ^ ^о- But j is surjective and we conclude that 
there exists a such that a' = j(a) and 
Let p be the smallest positive integer for which 
Let us set й̂ *̂> = ^^«^(Г'^+^Хо, Т'̂ Хо). Then 
во й Н^^^ = ^Ла)(^"'' '^0, ^'"^О) й QJUT'^'-'^O, T-'-'''ХО) + 
+ ^д,)(Г-^^-^Хо, Т-Хо) й ci^^^-x + So . 
Passing to the limit in the last inequahty for v -> 00, we obtain lim h^^^^ = во* 
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On the other hand, we have 
So й Qoir'^'^xo, T^^o) й ^«(î^-^^+^Xo, Т--̂ ^Хо) + 
+ QXTr'-''^'хо, T^^'^o) + QaiT--^^, T-Xo) й C^, + 
which yields (by v -> сю) SQ ^ ^«(̂ o)- "̂ '̂ ^ contradiction obtained proves the existence 
of a fixed point of T. 
If X and у are two fixed points of Г we have 
Qocix, y) ^ Ф«(Фла)(- • • ^Г'Чо^Ы^^ У, ос)) . . .)), i.e. х = у. 
Theorem 4 is thus proved. 
Remark 1. Theorems 1-4 with generalized contraction conditions are analogues of 
the theorems of Krasnoselskii [9], Browder [13] and Boyd-Wong [14] in metric spaces. 
Remark 2. Theorems 1-4 generahze the known results in uniform ([4], [8]) 
and locally convex spaces ([15]— [18]). 
Finally, we shall prove the following theorems: 
Theorem 5. Let us suppose 
1) for each ae A and n {positive integer) there exists Фос,п{^) ^ ^ such that 
QXT'^X, ту) й Ф,,п{дл,,п){х, у)) for every x, j ; e Z ; 
2. there exists an element XQEX such that ^y(a,„)(xo, TXQ) ^ p{x) < oo (n = 
= 0, 1,...), Xl^a,n(K^)) < 00 and j : A x N -^ A. 
n 
Then Thas at least one fixed point in X, 
Theorem 6. //, in addition, we suppose that for every осе A and x,yeX there 
exists 0 < ^(x, y,cc) < CO such that 
QJXX, y) S q{x, y,cc) < CO ; sup {ФJ,,l{t): n = 0, 1,...} ^ $J^t) e Ф 
where j^ = j{cc, 1), J2 = j{ju 1),...,j„ = j{j„-i, 1) , . . . , then the fixed point x is 
unique. 
Proof of Theorem 5. The fact that {Т'"хо}Г=о is a Cauchy sequence follows from 
the inequahties 
m 
i = l 
m m 
й I Фа,п + 1-1{дя..„ + 1-1){Хо,ТХо)) й S ^ a . „ + i - l ( K a ) ) • 
Then X = lim Vx^ is the required fixed point. Indeed, Q^{x, Tx) й Qcc{Tx, x„+i) + 
+ QXX„^,"X)S Ф..МК.Л1Х, X„)) + QIX„^U X) which completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 6. If we assume, by way of contradiction, that x and у are 
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two fixed points of T, then 
Q.{x, y) = вс{Тх, Ту) й Фа.1(елад)(^. У)) й ^a.ii^n.iiQni^, у))) й... 
.-й Ф,д(Ф,,д(... Ф,„ . .дЫх, у))...)) й Ф"Мх, У, а)) 
for every ае Ä, or х = у. Thus Theorem 6 is proved. 
П. 
In this section we shall apply Theorems 2 and 3 in order to obtain existence-
uniqueness results for neutral functional differential equations. 
Let us consider the following initial value problem (IVP): 
(3) <p\t) = F{t, <p{A^{t)),..., <p(Am{t)l <pX4{t)),..., <p'WO)) ' ^ > 0 , 
<p{t) = il/{t) , <pXt) = il/\t) , tuO, 
where the unknown function <p(t) takes values in the Banach space В with a norm || • ||. 
The deviations Л (̂?), ti{t) (i = 1, ..., m; / = 1, ..., n) are of mixed type and, in the 
general case, unbounded. The derivative is taken in the strong sense [19]. By the 
substitution x{t) = <p\t) for f > 0 and 9{t) = \l/\t) for t ^ 0, assuming î (0) = 0 
(cf. [20]), we obtain the equivalent IVP: 
(3') x{t) ^FltA x{s) d5, ..., x{s) ds, X(TI(0), ..., х(т„(̂ )) J, t>0 
x{t) = e{t), t йО. 
Introduce the notations R^ = [-co, CXD), R\. = [0, oo), R\. = (—OO, 0], 
Rl = R\. X ,.. X R\. , B"" = В X .,. X B. 
.n n 
We shall adopt the following assumptions: 
(CI) The functions A;(f): R^ -> R^ {i = 1, ..., m); Xi{t): R\. -^ R^ {I = 1,,.., n) 
are continuous and Af(0) ^ 0, т̂ (0) ^ 0. 
We shall look for a solution of the IVP (3') in the space C{R^; B) consisting of all 
continuous functions f(t): R^ -^ B. It is known that the family of seminorms 
Рк{/) = sup (11/(Oil- t^K.] (where К runs over all compact subsets of R^) defines 
a locally convex HausdorfiF topology of the space. 
Let us first define the map j : A\--^ A, In this case the index set A consists of all 
compact subsets of jR .̂ Let К с jR̂  be an arbitrary compact set. Then the set j(K) 
m 
is defined in the following way: if K+ = К n (0, oo) Ф 0 we set j{K) = ( (J Кд.) u 
n i = l 
u ( (J K^^) and ifK+ = 0, then ДХ) = К, Here we have 
1=1 __ __ 
[[Äi,Aj when Oe[Ä,.,Aj, 
K,= [0, A J when Ai > 0, 
[Äi, 0] when Äf g 0, 
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where Â  = inf {Л (̂̂ ): / е К n i^?,}, Л̂  = sup {Щ: t eК n К\} {i = 1,2, ...,m), 
X,j = {ii{t): teKn R\.} (/ = 1, 2, . . . , n). Since the functions Alt), Ti{t) are con­
tinuous the set j{K) is also compact. The map j%K) is defined inductively, i.e. 
f{K) = j(f~^[K)), n a positive integer. 
(C2) The function F{t, м ,̂ ..., u„„ v^, ..., v„): R\. x B""^" -^ В is continuous and 
satisfies the conditions 
й Q{t, \\u, ^ щЦ, ..., \\u^ - t/,„||, \\v, - v,l ..., lit;, - i;,||) 
where the function Q{t, x^, ..., x^, y^^, ..,, y„): R'l'^'''^^ -^ R\ is continuous in t, 
non-decreasing and continuous from the right in x,-, j ; ^ , Q(t, ay, ..., ay, y, •-., y) < у 
for every constant a > 0 and Q{t, ay, ..., ay, y,..., y)ly is non-decreasing in y. 
It follows from (C2) that 
Ф (v\ = Jsup {ß(r, aj;, ...,ay,y,...,y): teKnR\ Ф 0}, 
is continuous from the right, non-decreasing and Фк{у) < у for у > 0 for any com­
pact К cz R^^ and ФК{У)!У is non-decreasing. 
(C3) The initial function 0{t): i l i -> Б is continuous and satisfies the conformity 
condition 
/ fAl(O) Mm(0) 
0(0) = ^(O, e{s) ds, ..., e{s) as, 0{t,{0)), ..., в{ф)) 
(C4) The functions Ai(t), Ti{t) have the following property: for every compact 
К a R^ there exists a compact К such that f(K) ^ К {n = 0, 1,2,...). 
Remark 3. As can readily be seen, assumption (C4) imphes Фjn^к){y) й ^к{у)у 
i.e. condition 2 of Theorem 2 is satisfied. 
Remark 4. Assumption (C4) has an implicit form. It is easy to verify that if the 
functions Ai{t), ti{t) are delays, i.e. Ai{t) ^ t, Ti{t) ^ t, then (C4) is satisfied. For 
example, if A^(t) = -t, z^{t) = t - 2, then j([0, 2]) = [ -2 , 0] and / ( [0 , 2]) = 
= [ -2 ,0 ] , n = 0, 1, 2 , . . . since [ -2 , 0] n (0, oo) = 0. Assumption (C4) also 
allows for more compKcated functions Ai(t), ti{t) as for instance 
1 + V(r - 1) , lutè2 
T,(0 
n + ^'{t - n), n St й n + I 
Theorem 7. If assumptions (C1)--(C4) are satisfied, then there exists a unique 
continuous solution x{t) o/IVP (3'). 
Proof. Let X be the uniform sequentially complete HausdorfiF space consisting 
of all continuous functions f{i): R^ -^ В which are equal to 0(r) for tER\, with 
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a saturated family of pseudometrics 
QK{f,g)-^^p{\\f{t)-g{t)\\:teK}, 
where К runs over the compact subsets of R^. 
The operator N:X -^ X is defined by the formulas 
0(0, ^ ^ 0 
where feX. 
Since the function (Nf) (t) is continuous (as a composition of continuous functions), 
the operator N maps the space X into itself. 
By assumption (C4) we have 
Qj^^^^a, No) = sup {\\F{t, 0,..., 0, 0,.. . , O)]] : tej\{K)] й 
й sup{l|f((, ...)| |: геК+} = QK{<y,Na) 
where 
that is, condition 3 of Theorem 2 is fulfilled; j\{K) = R \ nj\K), k+ = R \ n K, 
We already gave an expUcit form of the mapping;: A-^ Aso that we are now able 
to show that the operator iV is a Ф-contraction. 
Let К cz R^ hQ an arbitrary compact set and f, g eX. Then for teKnR\ we 
obtain 
||(JV/) (0 - {Ng) {t)\\ й Q{t, \4t)\ sup {\Ш - 9{s)l: s еКдЛ , . . . , 
K(0 | sup{ i / ( s ) -3 (5 ) | | : s6 l< :^J , snp{\\f{t)-git)\\:tBK,,}. ..., 
sup {11/(0 - g{t)\\: teKj) й Si{t, A, sup {\\f{s) - g{s)\\: s еДК)} , . . . , 
5„sup{ | / (s ) -g(s) l | : s8 j ( i^)} , sup {ЦДО - ^(0:|1 f eX^)} . — 
sup {\f{i) - g{i)\\:tB}{K)]) й ö(f, S ß ^ ^ / , g),..., 
^Qjmif, g), QHK){f, g), •••, QjAf, g)) S ФК(ОДК)(/, g)), 
where 
Ä = max{Äi,Ä2>--.,Sm}, 5; = sup{lA.-(0h6-K} (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) . 
For teKn Ri. we have 
\\(Nf){t)-{Ng){t)\\=0. 
Having in mind the definition of the function Фg{t) (cf. (C2)) we conclude that 
Qкi.mNg)йФкiQJUf,g))• 
Assumption (C4) implies that 
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and 
Qj4K)[f, 9) й QK(L G) = q{L 9,K) < CO , 
Since all conditions of Theorems 2 and 3 are satisfied, we may assert that there is 
a unique solution x(t) G Z of IVP (3'). 
Theorem 7 is thus proved. 
Let us compare it with some related results. It is well known (cf. [20]) that the 
Lipschitz constant / in the equation y\t) = I yXt{t)) + h{t), y(0) = 0, t(t) ^ t 
must satisfy the condition |/| < 1 in the case t{t) = t for some values of t. If we 
seek a global solution of the IVP 
yXt) = i(t)yXit)) + h{t), t>o, y{t) = r{t), tuo 
with a deviation x{t) of mixed type and unbounded, the results of the paper [21] 
imply that if \l/\t) is bounded and continuous and 1 < 1, where I = sup{|/(f)|: 
teR^.}, then there exists a unique solution y(t) with a continuous and bounded 
derivative. Theorem 7 of the present paper guarantees existence and uniqueness of 
a global solution with a continuous derivative, which is not necessarily bounded, 
i.e. the solution belongs to a more general class of functions. Besides, we have 
existence and uniqueness even in the case when |/(?)| < 1, but I = L For example, 
the IVP 
/ ( t ) = (1 - Q~')y\-t) + 0' - Q-' + e-^S t > 0 
y{t) = é, y\i) = e, ^ ^ 0 
has a unique solution although Z = sup (1 — e~ :̂ t e Я+}. The solution is y{i) = Q\ 
Let us note that condition (C4) restricts the class of the deviations Ai(t), Zi[t) 
when they are of advanced type, Л (̂г) ^ t, Ti{t) ^ t. But it is known [22] that without 
a restriction on the magnitude of the advancement we have neither existence nor 
uniqueness. 
It is easy to formulate theorems for existence and uniqueness of the solution for 
nonlinear functional equation 
<p{t) = F{t, (p{T,{t)),..., (p(T,{t))), t>0, 
cp{t) = e{t), tuO 
because this equation is a particular case of (3'). 
As another application we shall seek a generalized solution of IVP (3') in the 
space Lf^J^R^iB), consisting of all strongly measurable functions f(t):R^-^B, 
which are locally essentially bounded. It is a locally convex HausdorfF space with 
a topology defined by the neighbourhoods of zero 
U..n = {f^KXR'; B): |[/||i < 8,..., ||/li„ < г} , 
where 
1|/|.. = esssup{||/(01|:f6£,} {i = l , . . . , n ) , {£;}?= ̂  
is a finite system of compact subsets oî R^. 
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We introduce the following assumptions: 
(Ml) The functions Ai{t), Тг(̂ ): R+ -> R^ {i = 1, ..., m; / = 1,..., n) are measur­
able and map every bounded set into a bounded set. Since the index set Ä coincides 
with the totality of all compact subsets E cz î ,̂ we are now going to define the map 
j : A~^ A. The set j{É) is defined in the following way: if £+ = E n (0, oo) ф 0, 
m n 
then we set j{É) = ( (J E^) и ( |J E,̂ ), and if E+ = 0, then j'{E) = E where 
i = l 1=1 
Г[А,Д,] when O G [ Â „ S J , 
E = По, A ]̂ when Â  ^ 0 , 
[[Af, 0] when S, ^ 0 , 
Ä̂  = essinf {A (̂̂ ): t e E}, A,- = ess sup {A (̂t): f e E}, E,^ = T /E) (/ = 1, ... , m; 
m n 
/ = 1, .. . , n). If the set j{E) is not closed, then we set j{E) = cl [( U Ej^,^) u ( (J E, J ] 
i = l ' Z = l 
(i.e. j(E) becomes a compact). The m a p / ( E ) is defined inductivively, i.e. / ( E ) = 
= j ( / "^(E)) , n positive integer. 
(M2) The function F{t,u^, ...,u„,, v^, ...,v,,): R\. x B'""^"-^ В satisfies the 
Carathéodory condition (measurable in t and continuous in u^, ..., w^, v^, .,.,v„) 
and the conditions 
\\F{t,u^,...,u^,Vi,...,v„)\\ й (o[t, ||wi||, ..., ||M^!|, lii^ili,..., Il^nll), 
||E(r, Wi, ...,w^, üi, . . . , Î ; J -• E(r, ill, •••,",„, Ol, ...,i^„)ll ^ 
^ ß ( r , IJWi - Will, . . . , ||w,„ ~ i/^||, ||i;i - tlilj, . . . , ||Î;„ - i j„ | | ) , 
where the functions œ{t, Xi, ..., x^, J i , ..., j^,,), Q{t, Xi, ..., x^, J i , ..., л ) : i^+'""'' ^ -^ 
-> R?f. satisfy the Carathéodory condition. They are nondecreasing iti x^; y^, and for 
any fixed (Xi, . . . , x^, y^, . . . , y^ e JR"^""", 
û)(% Xi, ... , x^, J i , . . . , y„), 0 ( - , xi , ..., x„,, У1, ..., л ) G L^oc(^+) • 
Besides, the function 
ÜEiy) = ess sup {Q{t, ay, ..., ay, y, .,., y): t E E} 
(when mes E+ > 0) is continuous from the right and Qßiy) < У, .V > 0 for any compact 
set E cz jR̂  and for any constant a > 0; ^^(y) = 0 when E+ = 0 or mes E+ = 0, 
and QE{y)ly is non-decreasing. 
(M3) The initial function 0(t) eLf^JRi ; Б). 
(M4) For every compact set E, there exists a compact interval E cz R^ such that 
/ ( E ) ç £ , n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . 
Theorem 8. If the assumptions (Ml) —(M4) are satisfied, then there exists a unique 
solution x{t) e Е^ЦЯ^ ; В) of IVP (3'). 
Proof. Let X be the uniform space which consists of all functions / e Е'а^Дil^; В) 
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equal to 0{t) for î e Rl., with a saturated family of pseudometrics QEH, d) = 
= ess sup {||/(^) — g{t)\\: t e E} where E is an arbitrary compact subset of R^. 
The space ^ = ^(R^; B) (consisting of all infinitely dififerentiable functions with 
compact support) is dense in X. 
The operator N: 9 -^ X is defined by the formula 




Since the function f(t) G ̂  is continuous, the compositions /(т/(^)) (/ = 1, ..., n) 
are strongly measurable functions and therefore (Nf) (t) is also a strongly measurable 
function. The estimate 
!!(iV/)(Oi| й c o ( f , Ä , e s s s u p { | | / ( 0 | | : ^ G E } , . . . , e s s s u p { | | / ( 0 | | : r e £ j ) 
shows that the operator TV maps ^ into X, 
The operator N is a Ф-contraction. Indeed, if E с jR̂  and f, g E ̂ , then for 
teEnR^. we obtain 
\\{Nf) (t) - (Ng) (Oil й Q{t, Mt)\ ess sup {||/(5) - g{s)\\ : s e £ д J , . . . , 
\Ajj)\ ess sup {11/(5) - (̂5)11 : s e E^J , ess sup {\\f{t) - g{t)\\ : t e £ , ,} , .. . , 
ess sup {||/(/) - g{t)\\: t e £ , J ) й ^{t, AQJM g).---. '^QREIL O) ' 
Qmif.gl"-.Qj(E){Lg)) й ОЕ{ЯНЕ){/,g)), 
where Л = max (Л^, S2 , . . . , Ä,„}, Л̂  = ess sup {|А^.(0|: t e E} (i = 1, ..., m). 
Therefore 
QE{Nf,Ng)uQ,{Qj^E){f,g))-
The operator N is uniformly continuous. Since it is defined on a dense set ^ , 
we may employ Theorem 4 [12], p. 33. The resulting extension on X we denote again 
by N. The operator N satisfies the conditions of Theorems 2 and 3. The conclusion 
of the present theorem is obtained in the same way as that of Theorem 7. 
R e m a r k 5. In [23] Zverkin has proved that the existence of an absolutely con­
tinuous solution of the neutral equation implies measurabihty of the functions 
Ai{t), Ti{t). In the known results (see [20], [24] and references theirein), ъ/j) has the 
following additional property: the inverse image of every null set is measurable. 
Here this additional condition is superfluous. As the proof of Theorem 8 shows, 
a basic role is played by the uniform continuity of the operator defined by the right-
hand side of the equation (З'), and in fact, the extended operator yields the solution. 
In order to illustrate the generahzed solutions of (3') which may be obtained by 
means of Theorem 8, we give a simple example. Its solution may be constructed in 
an explicit form by the step method. 
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Indeed, the IVP 
x{t) = 
a{t) x{t-l) + l, t>0, <x{t)=l n-l^tKn-l (n = 2,3,...), 
p , -1 ^ t <0, 
Д , ? = 0 
possesses the solution 
' 1 , Out <1, 
(1 - i) + 1 , 1 ^ r < 2 , 
x{t) = 
+ ... 
+ ( 1 + 1 = -̂ ^ ^ + 1 , n^t <n ^ \, 
•* V ^ + 2 / 2(n + 2) ' 
In this example the discontinuity of the initial function induces discontinuities 
of the solution. Let us note that a(̂ ) < 1 but ess sup {a(r): ^ e J^+} = 1. 
It is easy to verify that Theorem 8 implies existence and uniqueness of the solution 
As a consequence of Theorem 8 we obtain new existence — uniqueness results 
for the nonlinear functional equation (4) in the space Î^^J^^\ В). It is known ([25], 
pp. 44 — 45) that the problem of uniqueness of the solution is very important in the 
theory of functional equations. 
Finally, we formulate conditions for existence and uniqueness of a solution of 
IVP (3') belonging to Ll,{R^; B). 
Let us suppose 
(LI) The functions Êkli),%i[t):R\ -^ R^ are measurable and map bounded sets 
into bounded sets; Zi{t) have the property 
Г \\f{rm\\étsk\ 11/(011 d. 
JE Jr(E) 
for any continuous and bounded function f[t) and any compact E a R\,kis 
a constant. The mapping j : Ä -^ Ais defined as in (Ml). 
(L2) The function F{t,u^, ...,v„): R\. x Б'"'*""-> 5 satisfies the Carathéodory 
condition and 
\\F{t, Щ,..., w,, V,, ..., t;„)|| ^ C0o{t) + co,{ ^ \\u,\\ + ^ |I î|i) 
i = i 1=1 
\\F{t,u^,,,.,u^„v^,...,v„) - F(r, Ml, ...,w^, v^, ...,^n)|| ^ 
m n 
i=i 1=1 where C0Q{t), oc(t) e L]^C(R\; R\.), СО^, ß > 0 SLTQ constants. 
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Besides, for every compact E cz JR^, 
m a{t) dt + nßk < 1 . 
(L3) 0{t)eLl,[RU В). 
(L4) For every compact E a R^ there is a compact E such that / ( £ ) ^ £ 
(.î = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ) . 
Theorem 9. Under the assumptions (LI) —(L4), IVP (3') has a unique solution 
x{t)GLUR';B). 
Proof. Let X be the uniform space of all f e L\^^{R^; B) which equal 0{t) for a.e. 
teR[., with a saturated family of pseudometrics QE(Â 9) = JE Ц Д О ~" Ö̂ Wli ^^ 
where E runs over compact subsets of i^^. 
The set ^^ = {fEL\^^{R^; B):f is bounded and continuous} is dense in X. The 
operator N: ^^ -> X can be defined as in the proof of Theorem 8. 
The estimate 
i|(iv/) (Oil s coo(0 + ĉ i г £ f 11Д011 <î  + E ll/(-.(0)ill 
shows that Nf e X, 
The operator iV is a Ф-contraction. Indeed, 
Г ^ /* I r^f (0 I 
\{Nf) (0 - (iV )̂ (Oil d/ ^ I a(0 11/(5) - g{s)\ ds df + 
J E » = U £ IJO I 
+ î  i fe f 1/(0 - (̂011 d̂  ̂  r ^ f <o ̂ ^ + "i^^ ояЕ)(/. ^) • 
^-1 JrK£) L J E J 
Further on, the proof can proceed as that of Theorem 8. 
E x a m p l e : 
x(0 = 
x(0 x(r - 1) , r ^ 0 , a(0 = 1 -
1 
П + 1 
1 , r = 0 . 
Then the solution x{t) G Ljô ,(JR+) has the form 
1 
(« = 1 ,2 , . . . ) , 
и - 1 < ^ < П. 
x(0 = 
2 1 1 
, 0 ^ r < 1 , 
, 1 ^ ï < 2 . 
3 2 7 | r - 2 
n n~\ 1 1 
n + 1 n "* 2^/|f ~ n\ 
, n — 1 ^ ^ < П , 
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